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Background 
In today’s competitive world, every second counts and the longer it taeies for a product to come to 
mareiet, the greater the competition and loss of proftt It is imperative that time is used efectively and 
losses due to delays are reducedt In the feld of construction, especially that of industries, there is a 
huge investment involvedt Any delay in the completion of the prooect will lead to delays in the starting 
of production and further add to the lossest To prevent these, a system is required to fne tune the 
construction processt

Challenges
Construction of industries is a very complex  tasei, requiring precision and qualityt The scale of the 
construction and the complicated designs necessitate timely completion of all the related activitiest 
This can be hindered if the assets on site are not utilized in an optimal mannert Another problem faced
by construction companies is assets slaceiing of during woreiing hourst These issues, along with other 
factors, greatly reduce the efciency of the woreiforce and lead to increased construction time and 
costst

The biggest challenge faced by construction companies is eieeping tracei of their manpower on sitet 
Due to the large area and multiple oob-sites, it becomes ex tremely difcult to locate and monitor 
individual assetst There is no way to correlate the amount of worei done by an asset and the time 
taeient Low efciency of an asset may not always be due to bad worei ethicst Many-a-times, woreiers 
are not able to perform their taseis because of insufcient resources, for ex ample, a shortage of plug 
points required for welding machines, cuters, etct, running out of fller rods, and power outagest

If real-time data regarding the location and woreiing status of the asset is available, then management 
of the human resources becomes much easier and helps to taceile and prevent emergency situations, 
thus saving time and moneyt
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Soluton
CASCADEMIC Solutions’ Asset Traceiing System is designed to provide a means of managing human 
resources in real-time as well as to help analyze woreiforce utilizationt The system consists of a 
wearable device which is issued to the asset and records their location and movement datat Beacons 
installed in the oob-site act as location mareiers and help locating the asset within the premisest GPS 
location is also collected to monitor the asset outside the oob-sitet Depending on the application, 
custom modules can be designed to monitor parameters such as the on or of state, power 
consumption, and operating time of a machinet
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Fig. 1: System Architecture of CASCADEMIC Solutions’ Asset Tracking System



Benefts
Management of assets in an industry is not monitored very closely and it is very difcult to trace the 
oob done to the person responsible for itt This greatly afects quality as pinpointing of the source of 
the issues is tedious and time consumingt Another factor is unavailability of resources, lieie tools and 
equipment, at the right timet By implementing a system to monitor both human resources and 
machinery, managers can ensure proper utilization of all assetst The collection of this data can also 
help in process optimizationt Hence, with each implementation, the quality and efciency of future 
production becomes betert

The Asset Traceiing System, through its modular design, gives the fex ibility to implement the system 
specifc to diferent requirements and applicationst The use of good quality components ensure long 
life and reusabilityt To eieep up with the fast paced world of today, the Asset Traceiing System is the 
solution to increasing efciency and proftst
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